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Radio York launches new format 
Janis Joplin replaces Beatles
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W'HITE-D By STEVE MAIN„ ... . are upwardly motivated and exploration of music as

Friday, October 3 will mai* a looking for expansion rather than foreground instead of background 
difference in the anemic program- a restriction. programming in the form of ta
ming that has been Radio York for “You have a station ad- terviews, discussions, debates and

-ttlSL£X£= ^ idea, proffered by 

is dominated by Elton John and of course, different ideas. Com- students, faculty or staff are more 
the Beatles and by disc jockeys bine that with the reality that than welcome because only through

En0 811(1 working here is on a volountary community involvement can this be 

a rank Sinatra together. basis, it becomes hard to maintain a community radio station. ”
Instead, this year’s edition of the station’s continuity. Voloun- One small problem, though.

CKRY, which is managed by teers cannot be slave driven. Not How do you develop these ideas? 
John Thomson, will “explore the to mention the fact that Radio “By establishing a free-form
potential of the medium: which in- York attracts two distinct types of format with certain perameters; 
eludes things that may already people: those with career am- moving towards the time when the 
have been done but that aren’t bitions and those who just want to music we play and the words we 
being used now as well as ideas have fun with their shows.’’ express are done so because we
that no one has tried yet. For lack it»s all nice and well to realize feeI 1,181 they have something to 
of a more proper term it is called what the problems are but how ^ 1116 on,y way to achieve our 
progressive radio because the can they be overcome7 goals is to make sure that
label experimental conjura up „ ......_____, . everyone concerned understands
images of lab coats and intricate , t"1^11011 must be what ^ ^mg done and why. Then
equipment." mede. The people who programme it „ „p to s&tion 'mmgelnMt to

tnbute (its not a special), which relationship with their listeners. moon
will be aired in six 10-minute Keeping to mind that the com- that ptaylists mil
segments. It will concentrate on munication of ideas is more im- maH^hÜt 8??8ir
Janis’ music with part of the time portant than the system of com- ^adeL b t .lhe"l whal stab®n
devoted to interviews. municatioT doesn’t monitor its employees to

—___  .... , ensure that station policy is being
Thomson cited four reasons for “Secondly, we are trying to maintained.? If a jock isn’t keeping 

the previous failure of CKRY to reflect and develop the concept of in line he will be asked to either 
provide listenable programming. the York community which in- adapt or leave.

Previously, the station did not eludes not only the students but 
attempt to relate to the university the Downsview area as well. This 
environment, to the people who
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Meanwhile, CKRY is off and 
running. Only time will reveal if 

can be done by encouraging the it’s on solid ground or in the air.
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incredible 
but.,.

devour a 
book like 

“JAWS” 
IN LESS THAN 
61 MINUTES
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(and wouldn't 
bother going to 
see the movie)
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At that speed the 309 pages come across with EVEN MORE impact than the 
movie — In living blood you might say and, as usual the book Is better !
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Yeuwn de It tea So 1er almost a million student a, 
•*IÉ,tsn, public servants, businessmen, doctors, 
engineers, nurses, even aquanauts have completed 
this remarkable course.

A learning skills course developed by Prol. Evelyn 
Wood, a prominent U S. educator, tor people sub
merged in reading matter. Practice By all learned to get 
Old of the deep water by tripling their reading capacity 
and ki creasing their comprehension.

Think tor a moment what this means. All of them 
even the slowest can now read an average length 
novel In leas time than it takes to see the movie. They 
can reed an entire issue of Time or Football News or 
Psychology Today or Canadian Business or Saturday 
Night In less than t an hois. They don’t have to skim 
or skip to save time.

They read every word on every page. They get 
***** tseth right into the story. They use no machines 
or gimmicks or electronic devices. Instead they let the 
material they're studying determine how fast they

read. They attack the storyline and don't put It down 
until they're finished the whole thing. And mark this 
well I They actually understand more, enfoy more, and 
REMEMBER more That's right. MORE ENJOYMENT, 
MORE RETENTION, MORE COMPREHENSION, 
through MORE CONCENTRATION — the key to 
learning.

You can learn to do the same thing. The only place 
to learn more about all this Is at a REAPING BOOSTER 
PRODUCTIVITY SEMINAR - A Free 81 Minute 
Preview.

This Is a modem updated Canarien version of the 
course President Kennedy had his Joint Chiefs of 
Staff take. The same course we taught last year In the 
offices of the Department of External Affairs end the 
Ministry olTrede and Commerce in Ottawa.

If you think this Is |ust another Ashy story, yet find 
it hard to keep yota head above water, because your 
associates are trying to drown you out with paper, 
drop In today for a full exposure.

z^i?<?S^V0UR READING PRODUCTIVITY AND ENJOYMÇNT AT A FREE PREVIEW LESSON.
(With absolutely no obligation of course) To reserve a seat or two just choose the most convenient 
time, bring a friend and appear on time For more information call collect (514) 844-1941

z—SCHEDULE OF FREE PREVtEWS — CALL NOW (514) 844-1941

THIS WEEKEND ONLY IN TORONTO 
SAT. the 4th. 10:15 or 12:15 or 2:15 
SUN. the 5th. 3:15 or 5:15 or 7:15 

SHERATON 4 SEASONS-123 Queen St. West 
OXFORD ROOM NO RESERVATION NECESSARY.
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Bacardi and 
orange juice. 
Friendly 
by nature. REGISTRATION FQRFALL COURSES IS ONE WEEK AFTER EACH OF THE ABOVE PREVIEW LESSONS 

THE FULL LENGTHS WEEK PROGRAM STARTS SOON IN YOUR AREA

f Come to a preview and leave with a better under-A f Plan to attend this week You too can learn to\ 
I standing of why it works so well and why we are pre- I I devour books safely and thoroughly And even if you I 
I Pared to guarantee our course in writing. Coffee is I I have no intention of ever seeing the movie — learn 1 
^served and a short (non gory) film is shown 7 Vto read the book faster 1

The famous sunny flavour of white 
Bacardi mm, smiling through the breezy 
freshness of orange juice. Come to think 
of it, what could be more natural?i

INTCIINATIONAL READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
The new Canadian heme of Evelyn Wood Beading Dynamics 

The only bilingual Canarien private school recognized by Mia Minister of Education 
(Quebec Perm* No. 741833 Personal Development) leeching the Oynemtcs of Effective 
Reeding throu^i in-house end public group courses In 11 countries.

BACARDI nun. Bacardi Rum(s) Produced by Special Authority and Under the 
Supervision of Bacardi & Company Limited. "Bacardi" and Bat Device are Registered 
Trademarks of Bacardi & Company Limited. Bottled by FBM Distillery Co. Ltd., Canada.

(514) 844-1941
s>

HEADQUARTERS : 1455 PEEL ST.. MONTREAL. CANADA H3A1TS,j,?
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